
Reply to Reviewer #2  

We would like to thank Reviewer #2 for the constructive and helpful comments. 

Reviewer’s contribution is recognized in the acknowledgments of the revised 

manuscript. Our response to the reviewer’s comments follows point by point.  

 

1) The reviewer notes " 1. The results are based on the evaluation of temperature 

values that are computed from the thickness of atmospheric layers. It is argued that 

this method provide  better temperature values than the temperatures themselves but 

little evidence is given to support this statement. A comparison of the presented 

temperatures with the initial temperatures of the used data sets should thus be 

provided. Also it would be interesting to have an idea of how the presented 

temperature anomalies compare to those of satellite data in the lower stratosphere 

(e.g. MSU channel 4 and SSU channel 1) in the 1980-2011 period. Indeed ,these 

datasets are widely used for the evaluation of recent temperature trends in the lower 

stratosphere." 

 

Our argument for the preference to use thickness to obtain layer mean 

temperatures referred mainly to the case of the FUB dataset as it was pointed in 

our earlier studies based on this dataset (Zerefos and Crutzen, 1975; Zerefos and 

Mantis, 1977; Mantis and Zerefos, 1979).  In the papers by Zerefos and Mantis 

(1977) as well as Mantis and Zerefos (1979) it was emphasized that the 

approximate geostrophic balance of the upper winds insures that the contour 

analysis will be more representative than the temperature analysis which for the 

FUB data it was based on map fields based on scattered radiosonde locations. 

Please note also that the FUB data used in this study were derived from daily 

stratospheric map analyses of isobaric surfaces prepared by the Stratospheric 

Research Group of the Free University of Berlin (http://www.geo.fu-

berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/fubdata/index.html). The FUB dataset 

consists of 35 years of daily (or bi-daily in summer) geopotential height and 

temperature fields at 50, 30 and 10hPa in the northern hemisphere.  

 

The hemispheric analyses were produced in real time by a subjective analysis 

technique, using the 00UT radiosonde reports from the observational network, 

by a team of experienced meteorologists. Both geostrophic and hydrostatic 

balance were assumed in the analysis procedure, and the wind observations were 

given a high priority. These balance conditions ensures a consistent dataset; 

further, temporal continuity was  assured by meteorological inspection. Note that 

these balance conditions can result in layer temperatures which deviate from the 

local radiosonde reports, which include meso-scale structures as well as any 

random or systematic observational errors. The Berlin analyses thus represents 

the synoptic-scale structure of the lower and middle stratosphere. 

However in the submitted manuscript we are not arguing that this method 

provides better temperature values than the temperatures themselves in a re-

analysis dataset such as NCEP. But rather for purposes of comparison of the 

FUB thickness temperature data with the NCEP reanalyses we calculated 

similarly the mean thickness layer temperatures in NCEP data set as well. 



Following the reviewers comment we modified the text accordingly in order to 

avoid any misunderstanding and the following paragraph was added in section 

2.1:.   

 

"The FU-Berlin is an independent stratospheric analysis data set which is based 

on earlier subjective hand analyses of temperature and geopotential height fields 

at 50, 30 and 10 hPa for the northern hemisphere, using the 00UT radiosonde 

reports from the observational network by a team of experienced meteorologists 

(http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/fubdata/index.html). 

Hydrostatic and geostrophic balances were assumed, and observed winds were 

used to guide the height and temperature analyses. The imposition of these 

balance conditions ensures a consistent dataset. In addition temporal continuity 

is assured by meteorological  control. Note that these balance conditions can 

result in layer temperatures that deviate from the local radiosonde reports, 

which include meso-scale structures as well as any random or systematic 

observational errors (Labitzke et al., 2002; Manney et al., 2004). Earlier studies 

using the FU-Berlin dataset point that the approximate geostrophic balance of 

the upper winds ensures that the contour analysis will be more representative 

than the temperature analysis based on scattered radiosonde locations (Zerefos 

and Mantis, 1977; Mantis and Zerefos, 1979). The FU-Berlin analyses thus 

represent the synoptic-scale structure of the lower and middle stratosphere and 

the layer-mean temperature derived from the thickness is well suited for an 

investigation of large-scale climatic fluctuations of temperature.  The analyses 

are provided as gridded data sets with a horizontal resolution of 10o x 10o before 

1973, and 5ox 5o thereafter. FU-Berlin geopotential height data are available 

from July 1957 until December 2001 at 100, 50, and 30 hPa (Labitzke et al., 

2002). Hence, from the FU-Berlin dataset we calculated layer-mean 

temperatures for the two lower stratospheric layers, 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa. 

It should be noted that the FU-Berlin dataset provides geopotential height data 

already since 1957, but temperature at the same levels since 1964. Hence, aiming 

in this study at presenting the stratospheric temperature trends from the earliest 

possible time, we have used the independent FU-Berlin stratospheric dataset 

with the choice of layer-mean temperature derived from geopotential heights 

thus extending the records in the past. The variability and trends derived using 

this dataset have been compared in the past to stratospheric data from other 

sources, both observations and reanalysis. The overall comparison is good, with 

differences in the variability (in the earlier period before 1980) that can be 

attributed mainly to the close match between the FU-Berlin analysis and the to 

radiosonde observations. (e.g. Randel et al., 2009; Labitzke and Kunze, 2005; 

Manney et al., 2004; Randel et al, 2004; also in Labitzke et al.,2002 and 

references therein)." 

 



Furthermore following the suggestion of the reviewer we put our trend 

calculation in context with MSU channel 4 and SSU channel 1 trend calculations 

from previously published work. The following text was added in Section 4: 

 

" Our post-1980 year round stratospheric temperature trends at layers L4 (100-

50 hPa) and L5 (50-30 hPa) are in the range of calculated trends in Microwave 

Sounding Unit (MSU) channel 4 (15-20 km)  and Stratospheric Sounding Unit 

(SSU) channel 1 (25-35 km). MSU channel 4 trends derived from RSS and UAH 

data show cooling trends over the Northern Hemisphere ranging from -0.2 
o
C/decade to -0.5 

o
C/decade over the period 1979-2007 (Randel et al., 2009). 

Comparable cooling trends were obtained for MSU channel 4 after reprocessing 

by NOAA with the trends at polar latitudes revealing higher uncertainties. The 

SSU channel 1 trends as processed by the UK Met Office and reprocessed by 

NOAA show cooling trends ranging from about -0.5 
o
C/decade (Met office) to 

about  -1.1 
o
C/decade (NOAA) over the period 1979-2005 (Thompson et al., 

2012)." 

 

       

2) The reviewer notes " 2. Considering the parameters used (QBO, stratospheric 

aerosol optical depth), the regression model seems to be best suited for the evaluation 

of temperature trends in the stratosphere. Although it is quite clear that the study 

focuses on stratospheric temperature trends, results are also presented for the 

troposphere. Can the authors comment on the validity of the temperature trends in the 

troposphere? " 

 

The following text was added in Section 3.1 addressing the point of the reviewer. 

"It should be also noted that the year-round tropospheric temperature trends in 

the post-1980s period calculated in NCEP (see supplementary material SMT3), 

RICH (see supplementary material SMT4) and WACCM model (see 

supplementary material SMT6) for the three latitudinal belts are within the 

range of respective calculations in previously published work based on different 

radiosonde datasets (Randel et al., 2009).  

 

3) The reviewer notes " 3. Some more information should be provided on the multiple 

regression analysis. Since trends are calculated for two time periods, what is the 

sensitivity of the temperature to the other parameters (QBO, solar cycles) in both 

these periods? How the model reproduce this sensitivity?" 

 

The following paragraph was added in Section 3.1: 

"The effects of natural forcings derived from our multi-linear analysis are in a 

generally good agreement with previous studies (e.g. Randel et al., 2009), given 

that we use layer-mean temperatures and different latitude band averages. The 

effects of solar and volcanic forcing are found to be more pronounced after 1980. 

Although the QBO signal is very small and insignificant in the troposphere, we 

have used the same regression model throughout the atmosphere for uniformity 

and consistency. " 

  

 

 



4) The reviewer notes " 4. The trends are computed in specific latitude bands (e.g. 5-

30_N, 30-60_N and 60- 90_N). Considering the position of the tropical barrier in the 

stratosphere, the former latitude band mixes tropical air with mid-latitude air. Can 

the authors comment on 

this point? Also, how representative are temperature trends in winter and spring in 

the 60-90_N latitude band, considering the presence of the polar vortex during these 

seasons? Could the formation of the vortex influence the large cooling trends found in 

February, especially during the earlier period in the polar regions?" 

We agree with the reviewer that there is mixing of mid-latitude air with tropical 

air in and out of a tropical barrier in the stratosphere which according to 

previous model and observational studies usually ranges at Northern 

Hemisphere between 20 
o
N and 30 

o
N with the barrier being weaker in winter 

and stronger in summer in response to seasonal variation of the tropical zonal-

mean flow and wave spectrum (Bowman and Hu, 1997). In our study we 

consider as NH tropical barrier the 30 
o
N which is within the range of estimates 

from previous model and observational studies. Furthermore the 30 
o
N tropical 

barrier has been also used in other previously published studies (e.g. Randel et 

al., 2009; Seidel and Randel, 2006).   

 

As far as it concerns the temperature trends at polar latitudes especially during 

the earlier period we agree with the reviewer that should be considered with 

caution due to the presence of the polar vortex and the high natural variability. 

We have already mentioned in the manuscript (at the discussion section) that  

"At polar latitudes (60
o
N-90

o
N), though, the lower stratosphere cooling trends 

are either non-statistically significant or marginally significant at the 95% 

confidence level for all datasets. This finding could be related to the competing 

dynamical and radiative processes that may reduce the statistical significance of 

these trends."  

 

At the polar latitudes we find a characteristic abrupt decrease (or elimination) of 

the cooling trend in from winter to early spring for the pre-1980s which is a 

common feature in all three datasets (NCEP, RICH and FUB) which could be 

related to dynamical characteristics and the strength of the polar vortex. We 

have looked the EP-flux through the tropopause at 100 hPa and 45-75 degrees 

north as calculated from the NCEP data. The following Figure shows the mean 

seasonal cycle of the EP-flux for the pre-1980s period and the post-1980s period. 

In the pre-80s period we can clearly note that in February the EP-flux has 

significantly lower values than the respective value in the post-1980s period. This 

indicates that February in the pre-1980s period the polar vortex should be 

stronger and colder due to the weaker BD circulation compared to the post-

1980s period. This may have an impact on the strong cooling trend during 

February in the pre-1980s period and the characteristic abrupt decrease (or 

elimination) of the cooling trend in from winter to early spring.    

Following the reviewer's question the text was modified as follows in Section 3.2:  



" At polar latitudes, we find non-statistically significant (at 90% confidence 

level) cooling trends for all months in NCEP, except in February-March with a 

characteristic abrupt enhancement of the cooling trend for the pre-1980s (Fig. 

3e).In the post-80s period the cooling trends are non-statistically significant  for 

all months except in March-April with strongest cooling signal which might be 

associated to the Arctic ozone depletion by ODSs (Figure 3f). In the lower 

stratosphere over polar latitudes for the pre-80s period, both RICH (Figure 4e) 

and FU-Berlin (Figures 5a and 5c) datasets do not show statistically significant 

(at 90% confidence level) negative trends. However, it should be noted that the 

abrupt shift in trend from winter to early spring is a common feature in all three 

datasets which could be related to dynamical processes and the related 

variability of the polar vortex." 
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However as we discuss within the paper the emphasis is given in summer when 

the stratosphere is less disturbed because it is characterised by lower vertically 

propagating wave activity from the troposphere, it has smaller interannual 

natural variability than winter  and it is also not influenced by chemical ozone 

depletion due to ODSs at high latitudes.  

 

5) The reviewer notes " 5. More information should be given on the validity of the 

FU-Berlin record, which seems to be quite noisy in the early period. Results from this 

data set also show significant positive values in some months in the early period, in 

contrast to results based on the other data sets. A more detailed discussion of the 

various monthly trend results is thus recommended." 

The variability and trends derived using this dataset have been compared for the 

past to stratospheric data from other sources, both observations and reanalysis. 



The overall comparison is good, with differences in the variability (in the earlier 

period before 1980) attributed mainly to the close matching of the FUB analysis 

to radiosonde observations. (e.g. Randel et al., 2009; Labitzke and Kunze, 2005; 

Manney et al., 2004; Randel et al, 2004; also in Labitzke et al.,2002 and 

references therein). 

Following the reviewer’s comment the above mentioned paragraph was added 

within the revised manuscript in Section 2.1. 

   

6) The reviewer notes "Significance of trends and correlation coefficients should be 

indicated in the contour figures." 

The Figures were revised accordingly. 

 

7) The reviewer notes "In section 3.3 the significance of correlation coefficients is not 

provided." 

The correlations in Figure 7 with ρ>0.3 or ρ<-0.3 are statistically significant at 

the 95% confidence level. This was added in Figure caption of Fig. 7.  The 

contours indicate the statistically significant correlations at 95% significance 

level with .ρ>0.3 or ρ<-0.3. 

 

8) The reviewer notes "P1078, l16: what is meant by “low frequency variability of the 

BD circulation”?" 

The low frequency variability of BD circulation was changed to "from inter-

annual to decadal variability" in order to be more specific.  

 

9) The reviewer notes "P1080, l7: Do the derived quantities correspond to age of air? 

The text should be more specific." 

 

The text was modified accordingly: 

In contrast, other studies using balloon-borne measurements of stratospheric 

trace gases over the past 30 years to derive the mean age of air from sulfur 

hexafluoride (SF6) and CO2 mixing ratios found no indication of an increasing 

meridional circulation (Engel et al., 2009). Furthermore, Iwasaki et al. (2009) 

pointed that the yearly trends in BD strength, diagnosed from all re-analyses 

products over the 10 common period 1979–2001, are not reliably observed due to 

large diversity among the reanalyses. 

 



 

Reply to Reviewer #3  

We would like to thank Reviewer #3 for the constructive and helpful comments. 

Reviewer’s contribution is recognized in the acknowledgments of the revised 

manuscript. It follows our response point by point.  

1) The reviewer notes "Page 1075, line 12: the authors mention the time period 1958-

2011 here, but the Figs.1-7 all refer to some different time periods ending either 

2001, 2005, or 2010. Would be nice to have some clarification." 

The different time periods used in Fig. 1-7 results from the different time periods 

of the used datasets. For example as pointed in Section 2.1 the NCEP/NCAR 

reanalysis data cover the whole referred period from 1958 to 2011. The FU-

Berlin dataset from 1958 to 2001, RICH dataset from 1958 to 2006 and the 

historical simulation with CESM1-WACCM from 1958 to 2005. So in Figures 1 

and 2 as well as in Table 1 the NCEP data span the whole period 1958-2011. 

Mind also in Table 1  that for comparability reasons with the other datasets the 

trend calculations in NCEP cover also the periods 1980-2001 and 1980-2005. 

Similarly, for comparability reasons among the different datasets we decided to 

show in Figures 3,4, 6 and 7 the trends in common periods 1958-1979 and 1980-

2005. 

We added the following sentence in Section 2: 

" Finally, it should be noted that the selection of various time periods is related 

to the different time periods of the used datasets aiming to a more representative 

comparison among them."  

2) The reviewer notes "Page 1080, line 29: Please add some points why mean 

temperature from thickness would be expected to improve homogeneity in both space 

and time." 

Our argument for the preference to use thickness to obtain layer mean 

temperatures refereed mainly for the case of the FUB dataset as it was pointed in 

our earlier studies based on this dataset (Zerefos and Crutzen, 1975; Zerefos and 

Mantis, 1977; Mantis and Zerefos, 1979).  In the papers of Zerefos and Mantis 

(1977) as well as Mantis and Zerefos (1979) it was emphasized that the 

approximate geostrophic balance of the upper winds insures that the contour 

analysis will be more representative than the temperature analysis which for the 

FUB data it was based on scattered radiosonde locations.  

Please note that the FUB data used in this study were derived from daily 

stratospheric map analyses of isobaric surfaces prepared by the Stratospheric 

Research Group of the Free University of Berlin (http://www.geo.fu-

berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/fubdata/index.html). The FUB dataset 

consists of 35 years of daily (or bi-daily in summer) geopotential height and 

temperature fields at 50, 30 and 10hPa in the northern hemisphere. The 



hemispheric analyses were produced in real time by a subjective analysis 

technique, using the 00UT radiosonde reports from the observational network, 

by a team of experienced meteorologists. Both geostrophic and hydrostatic 

balance were assumed in the analysis procedure, and the wind observations were 

given a high priority. The imposition of these balance conditions ensures a 

consistent dataset; further, temporal continuity is assured by meteorological 

inspection. Note that these balance conditions can result in layer temperatures 

which deviate from the local radiosonde reports, which include meso-scale 

structures as well as any random or systematic observational errors. The Berlin 

analyses thus represent the synoptic-scale structure of the lower and middle 

stratosphere. 

However in the submitted manuscript we are not arguing that this method 

provides better temperature values than the temperatures themselves in a re-

analysis dataset such as NCEP. But rather for purposes of comparison of the 

FUB thickness temperature data with the NCEP reanalyses we calculated 

similarly the mean thickness layer temperatures in NCEP. 

Following the reviewers comment we modified the text accordingly in order to 

avoid any misunderstanding an the following paragraph was added in section 

2.1:.   

" The FU-Berlin is an independent stratospheric analysis data set which is based 

on subjective hand analyses of temperature and geopotential height fields at 50, 

30 and 10 hPa for the northern hemisphere, using the 00UT radiosonde reports 

from the observational network by a team of experienced meteorologists 

(http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/fubdata/index.html). 

Hydrostatic and geostrophic balances were assumed, and observed winds were 

used to guide the height and temperature analyses. The imposition of these 

balance conditions ensures a consistent dataset. In addition temporal continuity 

is assured by meteorological  or control?. Note that these balance conditions can 

result in layer temperatures that deviate from the local radiosonde reports, 

which include meso-scale structures as well as any random or systematic 

observational errors (Labitzke et al., 2002; Manney et al., 2004). Earlier studies 

using the FU-Berlin dataset point that the approximate geostrophic balance of 

the upper winds ensures that the contour analysis will be more representative 

than the temperature analysis based on scattered radiosonde locations (Zerefos 

and Mantis, 1977; Mantis and Zerefos, 1979). The FU-Berlin analyses thus 

represent the synoptic-scale structure of the lower and middle stratosphere and 

the layer-mean temperature derived from the thickness is well suited for an 

investigation of large-scale climatic fluctuations of temperature.  The analyses 

are provided as gridded data sets with a horizontal resolution of 10o x 10o before 

1973, and 5ox 5o thereafter. FU-Berlin geopotential height data are available 

from July 1957 until December 2001 at 100, 50, and 30 hPa (Labitzke et al., 

2002). Hence, from the FU-Berlin dataset we calculated layer-mean 

temperatures for the two lower stratospheric layers, 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa. 

It should be noted that the FU-Berlin dataset provides geopotential height data 

already since 1957, but temperature at the same levels since 1964. Hence, aiming 

in this study at presenting the stratospheric temperature trends from the earliest 



possible time, we have used the independent FU-Berlin stratospheric dataset 

with the choice of layer-mean temperature derived from geopotential heights 

thus extending the records in the past. The variability and trends derived using 

this dataset have been compared in the past to stratospheric data from other 

sources, both observations and reanalysis. The overall comparison is good, with 

differences in the variability (in the earlier period before 1980) that can be 

attributed mainly to the close match between the FU-Berlin analysis and the to 

radiosonde observations. (e.g. Randel et al., 2009; Labitzke and Kunze, 2005; 

Manney et al., 2004; Randel et al, 2004; also in Labitzke et al.,2002 and 

references therein). 

 

3) The reviewer notes "Page 1081, line 7: Please mention explicitly what variables 

you are referring to when using the term "data", e.g. temperature, pressure etc.?" 

We clarified this point in the revised version as follows: "Tropospheric and 

stratospheric temperature, pressure and geopotential height data used in this 

study are based on the following sources:" 

4) The reviewer notes "Page 1084, equation 1: Please explain what "t" and "T" 

stands for?" 

We clarified this point in the revised version by adding the following phrase: 

"Where Mt is the monthly deseasonalized zonal mean temperature and t is the 

time in months with t = 0 corresponding to the initial month and t = T 

corresponding to the last month." Also the other terms of equation 1 were also 

clarified in the revised version.  

5) The reviewer notes "Page 1084, equation 2: Please double check, whether it is the 

variable "Nt" or if "t" is an index (same for "et")? Please explain variable '." 

Nt is the unexplained noise term assumed to be autoregressive with time lag of 1 

month. It is specified within the text. The "t" is like a time index in the Nt 

residual time series. We changed Nt to N(t) as a time function of the noise.  

6) The reviewer notes "Page 1085, line 17 and associated figures: The text refers to 

the layer mean temperature, but the figures do not have any units associated with 

either the temperature or the layer thickness." 

The units were added in the figure captions. 

7) The reviewer notes "Page 1089, lines 4-7: I think what is shown in the figures is a 

decrease in the cooling trend, but not a shift from a negative trend in winter to a 

positive trend in early spring as the values are still negative." 

The sentences were modified accordingly: 



" At polar latitudes, we find non-statistically significant (at 90% confidence 

level) cooling trends for all months in NCEP, except in February-March with a 

characteristic abrupt enhancement of the cooling trend for the pre-1980s (Fig. 

3e)." 

However, it should be noted that the abrupt shift in trend from winter to early 

spring is a common feature in all three datasets. 

8) The reviewer notes "Figures: Apart from figure 5 all other figures are pretty tiny 

and very hard to read. What are the units for the y-scales in figures 1 and 2?" 

The units were added in Figure captions of Figures 1 and 2.  All Figures (except 

Figure 5) were redrawn in order to be more comprehensible. 
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Abstract 29 

This study provides a new look at the observed and calculated long-term temperature changes 30 

from the lower troposphere to the lower stratosphere temperature changes since 1958 at over 31 

the Northern Hemisphere. The datasets include the NCEP/NCAR  reanalysis, the Free 32 

University of Berlin (FU-Berlin) and the RICH radiosonde datasets as well as historical 33 

simulations with the CESM1-WACCM global model participating in CMIP5. The analysis is 34 

mainly based on monthly layer mean temperatures derived from geopotential height 35 

thicknesses between specific pressure levelsin order to take advantage from the use of the 36 

independent FU-Berlin stratospheric dataset of geopotential height data since 1957. This 37 

approach was followed to extend the records in the past for the investigation of the 38 

stratospheric temperature trends from the earliest possible time. Layer mean temperatures 39 

from thickness improve homogeneity in both space and time and reduce uncertainties in the 40 

trend analysis. Datasets used include the NCEP/NCAR I reanalysis, the Free University of 41 

Berlin (FU-Berlin) and the RICH radiosonde datasets as well as historical simulations with 42 

the CESM1-WACCM global model participating in CMIP5.  After removing the natural 43 

variability with an autoregressive multiple regression model our analysis shows that the 44 

period 1958-2011 can be divided in two distinct sub-periods of long term temperature 45 

variability and trends; before and after 1980s. By calculating trends for the summer time to 46 

reduce interannual variability, the two periods are as follows. From 1958 until 1979, non-47 

significant trend (0.06±0.06 
o
C/decade for NCEP) and slightly cooling trends (-0.12±0.06 48 

o
C/decade for RICH) are found in the lower troposphere. . The second period from 1980 to 49 

the end of the records shows significant warming (0.25±0.05 
o
C/decade for both NCEP and 50 

RICH). Above the tropopause a significant cooling trend is clearly seen in the lower 51 

stratosphere both in the pre-1980s period (-0.58±0.17 
o
C/decade for NCEP, -0.30±0.16 52 

o
C/decade for RICH and -0.48±0.20 

o
C/decade for FU-Berlin) and the post-1980s period (-53 

0.79±0.18 
o
C/decade for NCEP, -0.66±0.16 

o
C/decade for RICH and -0.82±0.19 

o
C/decade for 54 

FU-Berlin). The cooling in the lower stratosphere is a persistent throughout the year feature 55 

from the tropics up to 60° North. At polar latitudes competing dynamical and radiative 56 

processes are reducing the statistical significance of these trends. Model results are in line 57 

with re-analysis and the observations, indicating a persistent cooling (-0.33 
o
C/decade) in the 58 

lower stratosphere during summer before and after the 1980s; a feature that is also seen 59 

throughout the year. However, the lower stratosphere CESM1-WACCM modelled trends are 60 

generally lower than re-analysis and the observations. The contrasting effects of ozone 61 

depletion at polar latitudes in winter/spring and the anticipated strengthening of the Brewer 62 



 

Dobson circulation from man-made global warming at polar latitudes are discussed. Our 63 

results provide additional evidence for an early greenhouse cooling signal in the lower 64 

stratosphere before the 1980s, which it appears well in advance relative to the tropospheric 65 

greenhouse warming signal. Hence we postulate that the stratosphere could have provided an 66 

early warning of man-made climate change. The suitability for early warning signals in the 67 

stratosphere relative to the troposphere is supported by the fact that the stratosphere is less 68 

sensitive to changes due to cloudiness, humidity and man-made aerosols. Our analysis also 69 

indicates that the relative contribution of the lower stratosphere versus the upper troposphere 70 

low frequency variability is important for understanding the added value of the long term 71 

tropopause variability related to human induced global warming. 72 

 73 

1 Introduction 74 

Since the discovery of the significant cooling trends in the lower stratosphere reported already 75 

byinin the late 1970s, 80s and 90s (Zerefos and Mantis, 1977; Angell and Korshover, 1983; 76 

Miller et al., 1992), a number of scientific articles have focused on the statistical space and 77 

time continuity of stratospheric temperature observations both from ground and from satellite 78 

retrievals. Those publications indicate that the lower stratosphere cooling continues from the 79 

1980s to the present (Santer et al., 1999; Randel et al., 2009; WMO, 2011; Santer et al., 80 

2013). 81 

Common features in lower-stratospheric temperature change are found in all available 82 

radiosonde and satellite datasets
1
. One common finding is that in the global mean, the lower 83 

stratosphere has cooled by about -0.5 
o
CK/decade since 1980. Randel et al. (2009) reported 84 

that lower stratosphere cooling is a robust result over much of the globe for the period 1979–85 

2007, being nearly uniform over all latitudes outside of the polar regions, with some 86 

differences among various different radiosonde and satellite data sets. Substantially larger 87 

cooling trends are observed in the Antarctic lower stratosphere during spring and summer, in 88 

association with the development of the Antarctic ozone hole (Randel et al., 2009; Santer et 89 

al., 2013). In the tropical lower stratosphere the observations show significant long-term 90 

cooling over (70–30 hPa) for 1979–2007, while less overall cooling is seen at 100 hPa 91 

                                                 
1
  Today, there are six available global lower-stratospheric temperature data sets based on 

radiosonde data since the late 1950s; RATPAC (Free et al., 2005); HadAT (Thorne et al., 2005); 

RATPAC-lite (Randel and Wu, 2006); RAOBCORE (Haimberger, 2007); RICH (Haimberger et al., 

2008); and IUK (Sherwood et al., 2008) and three satellite datasets; UAH (Christy et al., 2003); RSS 

(Mears and Wentz, 2009); and STAR, (Zou et al., 2009). 



 

(Randel et al., 2009). The global-mean lower stratospheric cooling has not occurred linearly, 92 

but stems from two downward steps in temperature, both of which are coincident with the 93 

cessation of transient warming after the volcanic eruptions of El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo 94 

(Thompson and Solomon, 2009; Free and Lanzante, 2009). It should be also noted that the 95 

global mean lower stratospheric temperatures during the period following 1995 are 96 

significantly lower than they were during the decades prior to 1980, but have not dropped 97 

further since 1995 (WMO, 2011). Recently, Thompson et al. (2012) reported that the SSU 98 

data reprocessed by NOAA indicate stronger cooling trends in the middle and higher 99 

stratosphere than previously estimated, which cannot be captured by the available simulations 100 

with coupled chemistry–climate models (CCMs) and coupled atmosphere–ocean global 101 

climate models (AOGCMs). This global lower stratosphere cooling since the 1980s is also 102 

evident in the pre-satellite era with a cooling rate of ~0.35 K
o
C/decade since 1958 (WMO, 103 

2011). Randel et al., (2009) questioned the validity of the trends for the period 1958–1978 104 

because of the sparse observational database and the known instrumental uncertainties for this 105 

period, together with the large trend uncertainties implied by the spread of results. 106 

Furthermore in other studies it was pointed out that the radiosonde datasets are not fully 107 

independent and that there are systematic biases in a number of stations relative to the 108 

satellites (Randel and Wu, 2006; Free and Seidel, 2007). These systematic biases are not well 109 

understood. Nevertheless, the different statistical approaches applied for homogenization are 110 

useful to assessing the overall uncertainty of the long-term stratospheric temperature trend 111 

estimates since the late 1950s (WMO, 2011). 112 

The primary radiative forcing mechanisms responsible for global temperature changes in the 113 

stratosphere since 1979 have been increases in well-mixed GHG concentrations, increases in 114 

stratospheric water vapour, the decrease in stratospheric ozone primarily related to chlorine 115 

and bromine from various halocarbons, the effects of aerosols from explosive volcanic 116 

eruptions, and the effects of solar activity changes (e.g., Shine et al., 2003; Ramaswamy et al., 117 

2006; WMO, 2007; IPCC, 2007; IPCC, 2013). The effects of volcanic eruptions, variations in 118 

solar radiation, and other sources of natural variability, including the wave-driven quasi-119 

biennial oscillation (QBO) in ozone, can be accounted for through the use of indices in time 120 

series trends analyses (Tiao et al., 1990; Staehelin, 2001; Reinsel et al., 2005; Fioletov, 2009). 121 

However, the attribution of past lower stratosphere temperature trends is complicated by the 122 

effects of the increases and leveling off, of ozone depleting substances (ODSs) and the inter-123 

annual to decadal low-frequency variability of the Brewer-Dobson (BD) circulation. 124 

The expectation of an accelerated and stronger BD circulation in a warmer climate is 125 
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consistent with results from transport chemistry climate model simulations, wherein the lower 126 

stratospheric temperature trends may result from increases in upwelling over the tropical 127 

lower stratosphere and strengthening of the BD circulation (Rind et al., 2001; Cordero and 128 

Forster, 2006; Butchart et al., 2006; 2010; Austin and Li, 2006; Rosenlof and Reid, 2008; 129 

Garcia and Randel, 2008; Lamarque and Solomon, 2010). Unfortunately the detection of 130 

trends in the BD circulation in observations is complicated because trends in BD circulation 131 

are small from 1980s through 2010 but are expected to become larger in the next few decades 132 

(Butchart, 2014). In addition, the BD circulation is not a directly observed physical quantity 133 

(WMO, 2011). Yet, observational evidence of an accelerated BD has been shown in a number 134 

of studies over both the tropics (e.g., Thompson and Solomon, 2005, Rosenlof and Reid, 135 

2008) and the high latitudes (Johanson and Fu, 2007; Hu and Fu, 2009; Lin et al., 2009; Fu et 136 

al., 2010). Thompson and Solomon (2009) have shown that the contrasting latitudinal 137 

structures of recent stratospheric temperature and ozone trends are consistent with the 138 

assumption of increases in the stratospheric overturning BD circulation. Also Free (2011) 139 

pointed out that trends in the tropical stratosphere show an inverse relationship with those 140 

over the Arctic for 1979–2009, which might be related to changes in stratospheric circulation. 141 

In contrast, other studies using balloon-borne measurements of stratospheric trace gases over 142 

the past 30 years to derive the mean age of air from sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) and CO2 mixing 143 

ratios, found no indication of an increasing meridional circulation (Engel et al., 2009). 144 

Furthermore, Iwasaki et al. (2009) pointed out that the yearly trends in BD strength, 145 

diagnosed from all re-analyses products over the common period 1979–2001, are not reliably 146 

observed due to large diversity among the reanalyses. In contrast, other studies using derived 147 

quantities found no indication of an increasing meridional circulation (Engel et al. 2009) 148 

while Iwasaki et al. (2009) pointed that the yearly trends in BD strength, diagnosed from all 149 

re-analyses products over the common period 1979-2001, are not reliably observed due to 150 

large diversity among the reanalyses. According to Randel and Thompson (2011), since there 151 

are no direct measurements of upwelling near the tropical tropopause, and there are large 152 

uncertainties in indirect measurements or assimilated data products (Iwasaki et al., 2009), 153 

temperature and ozone observations at the tropics can provide a sensitive measure of 154 

upwelling changes in the real atmosphere. In a recent article, Kawatani, and Hamilton (2013) 155 

reported that a weakening trend in the lower stratosphere QBO amplitude provides strong 156 

support for the existence of a long-term trend of enhanced upwelling near the tropical 157 

tropopause. 158 

The tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling associated also with human forcing 159 
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factors would are expected to influence their interface i.e. the tropopause region (Santer et al., 160 

2003a; Santer et al., 2003b; Seidel and Randel 2006; Son et al., 2009). Seidel and Randel 161 

(2006) examined global tropopause variability on synoptic, monthly, seasonal, and longer-162 

term timescales using 1980–2004 radiosonde data and reported upward tropopause height 163 

trends at almost all of the (predominantly extratropical) stations analyzedanalysed, yielding an 164 

estimated global trend of 64 ± 21 m/decade. They reported that on multidecadal scale the 165 

tropopause height change of the tropopause height is more sensitive to stratospheric 166 

temperature changes than to tropospheric changes in the troposphere for over both the tropical 167 

tropics and the extratropical extratropics,atmosphere and hence at the lowest frequencies the 168 

tropopause is primarily coupled with stratospheric temperatures. Furthermore, Son et al. 169 

(2009) analysed a set of long-term integrations with stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate 170 

models, and  reported that at the northern mid-latitudes, the long-term tropopause increase is 171 

dominated by the upper troposphere warming. while over Over the tropics and the Southern 172 

southern Hemisphere hemisphere extratropics, the long-term tropopause trend is almost 173 

equally affected by both the lower stratosphere trend in the lower stratosphere and the upper 174 

troposphere warming in the upper troposphere (Son et al., 2009).  175 

A major open question that still remains to be answered is if the stratosphere can be 176 

considered as a more suitable region than the troposphere to detect anthropogenic climate 177 

change signals and what can be learned from the long-term stratospheric temperature trends. 178 

Indeed the signal-to-noise ratio in the stratosphere is, radiatively speaking, more sensitive 179 

radiatively to anthropogenic GHGs forcing and less disturbed from natural variability of water 180 

vapour and clouds when compared to the troposphere. This is because (a) the dependence of 181 

the equilibrium temperature of the stratosphere on CO2 is larger than that of on tropospheric 182 

temperature, (b) the equilibrium temperature of the stratosphere depends little less upon 183 

tropospheric water vapour variability and  (c) the influence of cloudiness upon equilibrium 184 

temperature is more pronounced in the troposphere than in the stratosphere where the 185 

influence decreases with height (Manabe and Weatherald, 1967). Furthermore, anthropogenic 186 

aerosols are mainly spread within the lower troposphere (He et al., 2008), and presumably 187 

have little effect on stratospheric temperatures.  188 

Another open question is if the lower stratosphere started cooling since the time a reasonable 189 

global network became available i.e. after the International Geophysical Year (IGY) in 1957-190 

1958. Such a long lasting cooling from the 60s until today needs to be re-examined and 191 

explained. To what extent are the cooling trends in the lower stratosphere related to human 192 

induced climate change? Has it been accelerating, for instance at high latitudes in 193 



 

winter/spring due to ozone depletion? Has it been interrupted by major volcanic eruptions and 194 

El Nino events (Zerefos et al., 1992) or large climatological anomalies?  195 

The study addresses those questions and presents a new look at observed temperature trends 196 

over the Northern Hemisphere from the troposphere up to the lower stratosphere in a search 197 

for an early warning signal of global warming i.e. a cooling in the lower stratosphere relative 198 

to the warming in the lower atmosphere.based on layer mean temperatures from thickness 199 

which are expected to improve homogeneity in both space and time and reduce trend 200 

uncertainties before and after the 1980s in the lower stratosphere. Furthermore the tropopause 201 

variability and trends are also investigated with regard to the observed temperature trends and 202 

variability in the lower stratosphere and the troposphere. 203 

 204 

2 Data and analysis of the statistical methods 205 

2.1 Data  206 

Tropospheric and stratospheric temperature, pressure and geopotential height data used in this 207 

study are based on the following sources: a) the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis I product (NCEP) 208 

data from 1958 to 2011 (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001), b) the Free University of 209 

Berlin (FU-Berlin) from 1958 to 2001, c) the Radiosonde Innovation Composite 210 

Homogenization (RICH) data (Haimberger, 2007; Haimberger et al., 2008) from 1958 to 2006 211 

and d) historical simulations with the NCAR Community Earth System Model (CESM) 212 

coupled to the "high-top" Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) 213 

CESM1-WACCM (Marsh et al., 2013) from 1958 to 2005. Our analysis is focused at the 214 

northern hemisphere, as the data coverage in the pre-satellite era has been denser there than at 215 

the southern hemisphere. 216 

The FU-Berlin is an independent stratospheric analysis data set which is based on earlier 217 

subjective hand analyses of temperature and geopotential height fields at 50, 30 and 10 hPa 218 

for the northern hemisphere, using the 00UT radiosonde reports from the observational 219 

network by a team of experienced meteorologists (http://www.geo.fu-220 

berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/fubdata/index.html). Hydrostatic and geostrophic balances 221 

were assumed, and observed winds were used to guide the height and temperature analyses. 222 

The imposition of these balance conditions ensures a consistent dataset. In addition temporal 223 

continuity is assured by meteorological  or control?. Note that these balance conditions can 224 

result in layer temperatures that deviate from the local radiosonde reports, which include 225 

meso-scale structures as well as any random or systematic observational errors (Labitzke et 226 
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al., 2002; Manney et al., 2004). Earlier studies using the FU-Berlin dataset point that the 227 

approximate geostrophic balance of the upper winds ensures that the contour analysis will be 228 

more representative than the temperature analysis based on scattered radiosonde locations 229 

(Zerefos and Mantis, 1977; Mantis and Zerefos, 1979). The FU-Berlin analyses thus represent 230 

the synoptic-scale structure of the lower and middle stratosphere and the layer-mean 231 

temperature derived from the thickness is well suited for an investigation of large-scale 232 

climatic fluctuations of temperature.  The analyses are provided as gridded data sets with a 233 

horizontal resolution of 10
o
 x 10

o
 before 1973, and 5

o
x 5

o
 thereafter. FU-Berlin geopotential 234 

height data are available from July 1957 until December 2001 at 100, 50, and 30 hPa 235 

(Labitzke et al., 2002). Hence, from the FU-Berlin dataset we calculated layer-mean 236 

temperatures for the two lower stratospheric layers, 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa. It should be 237 

noted that the FU-Berlin dataset provides geopotential height data already since 1957, but 238 

temperature at the same levels since 1964. Hence, aiming in this study at presenting the 239 

stratospheric temperature trends from the earliest possible time, we have used the independent 240 

FU-Berlin stratospheric dataset with the choice of layer-mean temperature derived from 241 

geopotential heights thus extending the records in the past. The variability and trends derived 242 

using this dataset have been compared in the past to stratospheric data from other sources, 243 

both observations and reanalysis. The overall comparison is good, with differences in the 244 

variability (in the earlier period before 1980) that can be attributed mainly to the close match 245 

between the FU-Berlin analysis and the to radiosonde observations. (e.g. Randel et al., 2009; 246 

Labitzke and Kunze, 2005; Manney et al., 2004; Randel et al, 2004; also in Labitzke et al., 247 

2002 and references therein). 248 

 249 

Randel et al. (2009) pointed out that the sparse observational database and known 250 

instrumental uncertainties for the pre-satellite era, suggest an overall poor knowledge of 251 

trends for the period 1958–1978. Furthermore large differences and continuity problems are 252 

evident in the middle and upper stratosphere in the reanalysis data sets, implying that trend 253 

analysis of stratospheric temperatures for the whole time period of the reanalyses products 254 

should be considered with caution (WMO, 2011).  255 

According to WMO (2011) large differences and continuity problems are evident in the 256 

middle and upper stratosphere inwithin the reanalysis data sets, implying that trend analysis of 257 

stratospheric temperatures for the whole time period of the reanalyses products should be 258 

considered with caution (WMO, 2011). Aware of these problems, we opted to use here not the 259 
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NCEP product of stratospheric temperature derived at specific atmospheric pressure levels, 260 

but rather the layer-mean temperature derived from the thickness of stratospheric and 261 

tropospheric layers (based on the geopotential height differences between specific 262 

atmospheric pressure levels) for comparison purposes with the respective quantities of the 263 

FU-Berlin dataset. Differences of monthly mean geopotential heights were used at standard 264 

atmospheric levels to derive the layer thickness and subsequently the layer mean temperature. 265 

Long-term global data sets of layer-mean temperatures derived from the geopotential height 266 

thickness from the troposphere to the stratosphere were chosen instead of mean temperatures 267 

because the approximate geostrophic balance of the upper winds in the free troposphere 268 

ensures that the contour analysis of the layers is more representative than the temperature 269 

analysis alone. For these reasons the thickness is well suited for an investigation of large-scale 270 

climatic fluctuations of temperature.  271 

For the NCEP dataset we have used the layers 1000-925 hPa (planetary boundary layer), 925-272 

500 hPa (free troposphere), 500-300 hPa (upper troposphere), 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa 273 

(lower stratosphere). The layer-mean temperatures were then used to calculate the averaged 274 

layer mean temperature over the latitude belts: northern polar (90N-60N), northern mid-275 

latitudes (60N-30N) and the northern tropics (30N-5N). Furthermore, we also used in our 276 

analysis the tropopause pressure from NCEP to sudystudy the interannual correlation of 277 

tropopause pressure with tropospheric and stratospheric temperatures.  278 

The FU-Berlin stratospheric analysis data set is based on subjective hand analyses of 279 

temperature and geopotential height for the northern hemisphere, derived from daily 280 

radiosonde observations, and thicknesses derived from TOVS (operationally transmitted 281 

SATEMs) over data sparse regions. Hydrostatic and geostrophic balances were assumed, and 282 

observed winds were used to guide the height and temperature analyses. The analyses are 283 

provided as gridded data sets with a horizontal resolution of 10
o
 x 10

o
 before 1973, and 5

o
x 5

o
 284 

thereafter. FU-Berlin geopotential height data are available from July 1957 until December 285 

2001 at 100, 50, and 30 hPa (Labitzke et al., 2002). Hence, from the FU-Berlin dataset we 286 

calculated, following the same procedure as with the NCEP dataset, layer-mean temperatures 287 

for the two lower stratospheric layers, 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa. The RICH dataset was used 288 

at the standard atmospheric levels.  289 

In our analysis we have used simulations with CESM1-WACCM, a state-of-the-art "high top" 290 

chemistry climate model coupled to the earth system model CESM that extends from the 291 

surface to 5.1 × 10
−6

 hPa (approximately 140 km). It has 66 vertical levels and horizontal 292 



 

resolution of 1.9
o
 latitude by 2.5

o
 longitude. The historical simulations with CESM1-WACCM 293 

were carried out as part of phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). 294 

CESM1-WACCM has an active ocean and sea ice components as described by Holland et al. 295 

(2012). As shown in Marsh et al. (2013) for CESM1-WACCM, an updated parameterization 296 

of non-orographic gravity waves led to an improvement in the frequency of northern 297 

hemisphere (NH) sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs). Furthermore the model also 298 

includes a representation of the QBO leading to a significant improvement in the 299 

representation of ozone variability in the tropical stratosphere compared to observations. The 300 

model’s chemistry module is based on version 3 of the Model for OZone And Related 301 

chemical Tracers (Kinnison et al. 2007). Volcanic aerosol surface area density in WACCM is 302 

prescribed from a monthly zonal mean time series derived from observations including the 303 

following major volcanic eruptions in historical simulations: Krakatau  (1883), Santa Maria 304 

(1902), Agung (1963), El Chichón (1982), and Pinatubo (1991). WACCM explicitly 305 

represents the radiative transfer of the greenhouse gases CO2, CH4, N2O, H2O, CFC-12 and 306 

CFC-11 (which includes also additional halogen species). WACCM simulation used here was 307 

performed with all observed forcing from 1955-2005. The observed forcing included changes 308 

in surface concentrations of radiatively active species, daily solar spectral irradiance, volcanic 309 

sulphate sulfate heating and the QBO. A more detailed description of the CESM1-WACCM 310 

historical simulations can be found in Marsh et al. (2013). 311 

As each source of analysis/reanalysis data spans over a different period, the time series were 312 

deseasonalized for the period of 1961-1990, common to all data sets. The same procedure was 313 

followed for the tropopause pressure. The RICH dataset was used at the standard atmospheric 314 

levels. The temperature anomalies from the RICH dataset available at standard pressure levels 315 

were adjusted accordingly. Finally, it should be noted that the selection of various time 316 

periods is related to the different time periods of the used datasets aiming to a more 317 

representative comparison among them. 318 

 319 

2.2 Analysis of methods 320 

A multiple linear regression time series analysis with an autoregressive statistical model is 321 

applied on the deseasonalized time series of zonally averaged layer mean temperature 322 

similarly to the statistical approach applied by Reinsel et al. (2005). The regression model is 323 

of the form: 324 

 325 



 

  M(t)t=α0+α1 tTrt + ΣgiZi + N(t)t; 0 < t ≤T     (1) 326 

 327 

Where M(t)t  is the monthly deseasonalized zonal mean temperature and t is the time in 328 

months with t = 0 corresponding to the initial month and t = T corresponding to the last 329 

month.  330 

The terms α0 is an overall level term while α1 included accounts for a linear trends (Trt). The 331 

terms giZi in the statistical model reflect the temperature variability related to the natural 332 

variability, where Zi represent a number of climatic and dynamical indices and gi are the 333 

respective regression coefficients. Specifically the climatic and dynamical indices used here  334 

include the 11-year solar cycle (using the solar F10.7 radio flux as a proxy), plus two 335 

orthogonal time series to model QBO, namely the standardized zonal wind at 30hPa and 336 

50hPa (e.g., Crooks and Gray, 2005, Austin et al., 2009).  337 

It is well known that significant transient warming events occurred in the stratosphere 338 

following the volcanic eruptions of Agung (March 1963), El Chichon (April 1982) and 339 

Mountt. Pinatubo (June 1991), and these can substantially influence temperature trend 340 

estimates (especially if the volcanic events occur near either end of the time series in 341 

question). The common approach in order to avoid a significant influence on trend results is 342 

to omit data for 2 years following each eruption in the regression analysis. In order to 343 

investigate the role played by stratospheric aerosols, we include terms to account for the 344 

influence of stratospheric aerosol variability, using the Stratospheric Aerosol Optical Depth 345 

(Sato et al., 1993) as an index in the regression model.  346 

 347 

Finally, N(t)t is the unexplained noise term. The statistical model is first-order autoregressive 348 

(AR(1)), and the term N(t)t satisfies:  349 

 350 

  N(t) = φN(t-1)t-1 + e(t)       (2) 351 

 352 

where e(t) is an independent random variable with zero mean, commonly known as the white 353 

noise residuals. This AR(1) model allows for the noise to be (auto)correlated among 354 

successive measurements and is typically positive for data which show smoothly varying 355 

changes (naturally occurring) in N(t) over time (Reinsel, 2002).  356 



 

The temperature trends and the role played by the various climatic and dynamic factors 357 

described above are examined in detail. The focus is on the detection of trends before and 358 

after the beginning of the satellite era (i.e. 1979), a period that is also the benchmark for 359 

ozone depletion.  360 

 361 

3 Results 362 

3.1 Summer and year-round trends  363 

In the summer, the stratosphere is less disturbed because it is characterised by lower vertically 364 

propagating wave activity from the troposphere, it has smaller natural variability than winter 365 

(Webb, 1966; Berger and Lübken, 2011; Gettelman et al., 2011) and it is also not influenced 366 

by chemical ozone depletion due to ODSs at high latitudes. Hence the less “noisy” summer 367 

records offer the opportunity to investigate for better estimates of the lower stratospheric 368 

temperature trends. Figure 1 presents the time series of the layer mean temperatures in 369 

summer (June-July-August) for the northern hemisphere at tropical, mid and higher latitudinal 370 

zones from the lower troposphere up to the stratosphere, calculated from NCEP reanalysis, 371 

FU-Berlin and RICH datasets. The thick black lines represent the linear trends before and 372 

after 1980, a year that marks the beginning of the availability of satellite data whose inclusion 373 

resulted to increased global coverage. Figure 1 shows a consistent cooling of the lower 374 

stratosphere in NCEP, FU-Berlin and RICH datasets that persists in both pre- and post-80s 375 

periods. Specifically, for the period 1958-1979, there is a cooling trend for the whole Northern 376 

Hemisphere of -0.58±0.17 
o
C/decade in NCEP, -0.30±0.16 

o
C/decade in RICH and -0.48±0.20 377 

o
C/decade in FU-Berlin. For the common post-1980s period (1980-2001), the respective 378 

trends are -0.79±0.18 
o
C/decade in NCEP, -0.66±0.16 

o
C/decade for RICH and -0.82±0.19 379 

o
C/decade in FU-Berlin. The CESM1-WACCM model results agree with re-analysis and the 380 

observations, indicating a persistent cooling of the lower stratosphere during summer for the 381 

whole Northern Hemisphere by -0.33±0.17 
o
C/decade for 1958-1979 and by -0.35±0.20 382 

o
C/decade for 1980-2001. However the modelled trends are generally lower than re-analysis 383 

and observations. We should point out that our analysis was also performed for the ERA-40 384 

dataset (not shown here) with the trend results for the two periods (1958-1979 and 1980-385 

2001) being similar to NCEP trend results. 386 

The summertime lower stratosphere trends at the different latitudinal belts (see Table 1 and 387 

Tables SMT1 and SMT2 in supplementary material) indicate generally statistically significant 388 

(at 95%) cooling trends over both pre-1980s and post-1980s periods in the tropics (5°N-30°N) 389 



 

and mid-latitudes (30°N – 60°N) based on NCEP, FU-Berlin and RICH datasets which is also 390 

reproduced by CESM1-WACCM (Table 2). However, in polar regions (60°N-90°N), the 391 

lower stratosphere cooling trends are either non-statistically significant or marginally 392 

significant at the 95% confidence level for NCEP, FU-Berlin and RICH datasets. The same 393 

result is also indicated in CESM1-WACCM simulation (Table 2).  394 

In the lower northern hemispheric troposphere (1000-500 hPa), non-statistically significant (at 395 

95%) trends or slight cooling trends prevail in the period 1958-1979 (0.06±0.06 for NCEP and 396 

-0.12±0.06 
o
C/decade for RICH) followed by significant warming trends over the period 397 

1980-2005 (0.25±0.05 
o
C/decade for both NCEP and RICH). CESM1-WACCM shows a 398 

persistent warming of the lower troposphere during summer by 0.21±0.17 
o
C/decade in the 399 

pre-1980s period and 0.21±0.14 
o
C/decade in the post-80s period. However, when excluding 400 

the polar latitudes, CESM1-WACCM shows a non-statistically significant (at 95%) trend in 401 

the period 1958-1979 (0.04±0.12 
o
C/decade) followed by a warming trend over the period 402 

1980-2005 (0.22±0.11 
o
C/decade) in agreement with NCEP and RICH. 403 

The NCEP tropopause pressure follows closely (but in reverse) the tropospheric temperature 404 

long term change with tropopause pressure increasing in the pre-1980s period (tropopause 405 

height decreases) and decreasing in the post-80s period (tropopause height increases) at all 406 

three latitude zones. It should be pointed out that the increasing trend of tropopause pressure 407 

over the tropics in the pre-80s period is small and not statistically significant at 95% level. 408 

The summer CESM1-WACCM tropopause pressure trends (Table 2) generally agree within 1-409 

sigma with the respective NCEP trends (Table 1) with exception for the mid-latitudes of the 410 

pre-1980s period where CESM1-WACCM shows a statistical significant decreasing trend 411 

(tropopause height increases). 412 

The year-round temperature and tropopause trends (Figure 2) generally show similar results to 413 

those derived for the summer period (see also Tables SMT3, SMT4, SMT5 and SMT6 in the 414 

supplementary material). In the lower stratosphere, the layer mean temperatures are 415 

decreasing continuously from late 1950s and throughout the records onwards. Specifically, for 416 

the period 1958-1979, there is a cooling trend for the whole Northern Hemisphere of -417 

0.58±0.08 
o
C/decade in NCEP, -0.33±0.08 

o
C/decade in RICH and -0.44±0.10 

o
C/decade in 418 

FU-Berlin. For the common for all datasets period 1980-2001, the respective trends are -419 

0.76±0.09 
o
C/decade in NCEP, -0.64±0.08 

o
C/decade for RICH and -0.71±0.10 

o
C/decade in 420 

FU-Berlin. The CESM1-WACCM model shows also a persistent cooling of the lower 421 

stratosphere by -0.40±0.09 
o
C/decade for 1958-1979 and by -0.24±0.10 

o
C/decade for 1980-422 



 

2001. The decreasing trends of lower stratospheric temperatures are statistically significant (at 423 

95% confidence level) at the tropical belt (5
o
N-30

o
N) and the mid-latitudes (30

o
N-60

o
N) for 424 

all datasets. For the polar latitudes (60
o
N-90

o
N), it should be noted the non-statistically 425 

significant (95%) small negative temperature (or even positive) trend during the pre-1980s 426 

period at the lower stratosphere in both RICH and FU-Berlin datasets in contrast to NCEP and 427 

CESM1-WACCM. For the post-1980s period in the lower stratosphere over polar latitudes all 428 

datasets indicate statistically significant cooling trends but with the tension in CESM1-429 

WACCM simulation for a smaller cooling trend.   430 

In the lower troposphere over the Northern Hemisphere, an insignificant change or a small 431 

cooling trend from the beginning of our datasets through the end of 1970s, (0.01±0.03 for 432 

NCEP and -0.13±0.03 
o
C/decade for RICH) is followed by a statistically significant warming 433 

trend in the post-1980s period (0.30±0.02 for NCEP and 0.27±0.02 
o
C/decade for RICH). 434 

CESM1-WACCM shows a persistent warming of the lower troposphere during summer by 435 

0.23±0.09 
o
C/decade in the pre-1980s period and 0.28±0.07 

o
C/decade in the post-80s period. 436 

Tropospheric temperature trends in CESM1-WACCM simulations (see supplementary 437 

material SMT6) generally agree within 1-sigma with NCEP temperature trends before and 438 

after the 1980s with exception the pre-1980s trend in polar latitudes showing a statistical 439 

significant warming in contrast to NCEP and RICH datasets. When excluding the polar 440 

latitudes, CESM1-WACCM shows a non-statistically significant (at 95%) trend in the period 441 

1958-1979 (0.05±0.06) followed by a warming trend over the period 1980-2005 (0.24±0.06 442 

o
C/decade) in agreement with NCEP and RICH. It should be also noted that the year-round 443 

tropospheric temperature trends in the post-1980s period calculated in NCEP (see 444 

supplementary material SMT3), RICH (see supplementary material SMT4) and WACCM 445 

model (see supplementary material SMT6) for the three latitudinal belts are within the range 446 

of respective calculations in previously published work based on different radiosonde datasets 447 

(Randel et al., 2009).   448 

The effects of natural forcings derived from our multi-linear regression analysis are in  449 

generally good agreement with previous studies (e.g. Randel et al., 2009), given that we use 450 

layer-mean temperatures and different latitude band averages. The effects of solar and 451 

volcanic forcing are found to be more pronounced after 1980. Although the QBO signal is 452 

very small and insignificant in the troposphere, we have used the same regression model 453 

throughout the atmosphere for uniformity and consistency. 454 

  455 



 

 456 

3.2 Monthly trends  457 

The temperature trends were also calculated on a monthly basis. The layer mean temperature 458 

trends based on NCEP reanalysis (Figure 3) are persistently negative at the lower stratosphere 459 

for all months, for both periods before and after 1979 at the tropical and mid-latitude 460 

latitudinal belts. The monthly temperature trends based on the RICH dataset (Figure 4) and 461 

the FU-Berlin dataset (Figure 5) also show persistent negative temperature trends in the lower 462 

stratosphere for all months for both periods before and after 1979 at the tropical and mid-463 

latitude latitudinal belts, in agreement with NCEP. The CESM1-WACCM simulation 464 

reproduces the cooling trends in the lower stratosphere for both pre-1980s and post-1980s at 465 

the tropical and mid-latitude latitudinal belts (Figure 6).  466 

At polar latitudes, we find non-statistically significant (at 90% confidence level) cooling 467 

trends for all months in NCEP, except in February-March with a characteristic abrupt 468 

enforcement of the cooling trend in for the pre-1980s (Fig. 3e).At the polar latitudes, we also 469 

find cooling trends for all months in NCEP, except in March-April with a characteristic 470 

feature of an abrupt shift from a negative trend in winter to a positive trend in early spring for 471 

the pre-1980s (Figure 3e). In the post-80s period the cooling trends are non-statistically 472 

significant  for all months except in March-April maximizing with strongest cooling signal 473 

which mightay be associated to the Arctic ozone depletion by ODSs (Figure 3f). In the lower 474 

stratosphere over polar latitudes for the pre-80s period, both RICH (Figure 4e) and FU-Berlin 475 

(Figures 5a and 5c) datasets do not show statistically significant (at 90% confidence level) 476 

negative trends. However, it should be noted that the abrupt shift in trend from winter to early 477 

spring is a common feature in all three datasets which could be related to dynamical processes 478 

and the related variability of the polar vortex.. However, it should be noted that the abrupt 479 

shift from a negative trend in winter to a positive trend in early spring is a common feature in 480 

all three datasets. In the post-80s period both RICH and FU-Berlin datasets indicate cooling 481 

trends maximizing in early spring in agreement with the NCEP results presumably due to the 482 

ozone depletion issue within the Arctic polar vortex. The CESM1-WACCM simulation 483 

captures at polar latitudes (Figure 6e) the shift abrupt decrease (or elimination) of the cooling 484 

trend from a negative trend in  winter to a positive trend in early spring for the pre-80s period 485 

but the winter cooling trends are much stronger than in NCEP, RICH and FU-Berlin datasets. 486 

In the post-80s period the cooling trends are non-statistically significant (at 90% confidence 487 

level) for all months and the early-spring cooling trend seen in NCEP, RICH and FU-Berlin 488 



 

datasets (due  to ODSs) is not captured or is smaller (Figure 6f). Overall, all datasets indicate 489 

that persistent cooling trends in the lower stratosphere exist in all months and for both periods 490 

before and after 1979 which is a robust feature over the tropical belt and the middle latitudes. 491 

 492 

3.3 Tropopause - Temperature correlation 493 

As seen in Figures 1 and 2, the tropopause pressure follows closely (but reversed) the 494 

tropospheric temperature long-term course with a cooling trend or absence of a trend until 495 

about the end of the 1970s and a warming trend from about the mid-1980s until present. 496 

Moving up in the lower stratosphere, we have seen that all datasets show persistent cooling 497 

temperature trends for both the pre-1980s and post-1980s periods (Figure 1 and Figure 2). In 498 

this section we investigate the interannual correlation of temperature with tropopause pressure 499 

on a monthly basis with the aim of unraveling the relative contribution of tropospheric and 500 

stratospheric temperatures on the interannual and long-term variability of tropopause 501 

pressure. As has been pointed out in previous studies, the interannual variability and the 502 

trends in tropopause height are mainly determined by the interannual variability and the 503 

trends of temperature in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere (Seidel et al., 2006; Son 504 

et al., 2009). 505 

At the tropical latitudinal belt (5N-30N) the pearson correlation between tropopause pressure 506 

and layer mean temperature (based on NCEP reanalysis) is negative at in the troposphere 507 

ranging from -0.3 to -0.7 becoming positive and stronger at in the lower stratosphere ranging 508 

from 0.6 to 0.9 (Figure 7a). The negative correlations in the troposphere have a seasonal 509 

signal with the tendency to get stronger during the summer period while in the lower 510 

stratosphere the strong positive correlation persists throughout the course of the year. Hence it 511 

is inferred from Figure 7a that throughout the year the interannual variance of the lower 512 

stratospheric temperatures contribute to the interannual variability at the tropopause region, a 513 

higher percentage than that contributed from the variance of tropospheric temperatures. The 514 

relative contribution of tropospheric temperatures in the interannual variance at tropopause 515 

maximizes during the warm period of the year. CESM1-WACCM (Figure 7d) reproduces 516 

fairly well the correlation pattern of NCEP at the tropical band, thus indicating good skill of 517 

the model to simulate the relation in the interannual variability between tropopause height and 518 

temperature in the lower stratosphere/upper troposphere region. 519 

At mid-latitudes, the tropopause-temperature correlations in NCEP dataset become weaker, 520 

reaching 0.4 at in the lower stratosphere and -0.5 at in the troposphere mainly from June to 521 



 

September (Figure 7b) indicating a higher sensitivity of tropopause interannual changes to 522 

tropospheric temperature changes during the warm season. CESM1-WACCM (Figure 7e) 523 

captures the basic pattern of the tropopause-temperature correlations seen in NCEP for mid-524 

latitudes.  525 

At polar latitudes (60N-90N), the negative correlations (in NCEP) in the troposphere have a 526 

seasonal signal with the tendency to get stronger during the warm period of the year reaching 527 

a value of -0.7 while in the lower stratosphere the positive correlations become stronger 528 

during the cold part of the year reaching a value of 0.8 (Figure 7c). Thus the interannual 529 

variability of lower stratospheric temperature dominates over tropospheric temperature for 530 

controlling the interannual variability of the tropopause during the cold part of the year linked 531 

with the development of the polar vortex. In contrast during the warm period of the year, the 532 

interannual variability of tropospheric temperature takes over stratospheric temperature, 533 

linked to the higher heating rates of the polar troposphere.  534 

The tropopause-temperature correlations pattern in CESM1-WACCM over the polar latitudes 535 

(Figure 7f) is similar to the pattern of mid-latitudes and does not capture the NCEP correlation 536 

pattern of polar latitudes. A common feature for the three latitudinal belts and for both NCEP 537 

and WACCM is that the negative correlations in the troposphere have a seasonal signal with 538 

the tension tendency to get stronger during the warm part of the year, linked to the more 539 

efficient mechanism of tropospheric heating to affect the interannual variability of climate 540 

variables at the tropopause region.  541 

 542 

4 Discussion and concluding remarks 543 

We presented the stratospheric temperature trends from the late 1950s  using the 544 

independently produced FU-Berlin stratospheric dataset comprising monthlyof layer-mean 545 

temperatures derived from geopotential heights together with other analysis using reanalysis 546 

and radiosonde and reanalysis data over the northern hemisphere.data since 1957 thus 547 

extending the records in the past. The imposition of the geostrophic and hydrostatic balance 548 

conditions in FU-Berlin dataset ensures a consistent layer-mean temperature dataset (derived 549 

from geopotential height thickness) which represents the synoptic-scale structure of the lower 550 

and middle stratosphere and it is well suited for an investigation of large-scale climatic 551 

fluctuations of temperature. 552 

The analysis is mainly based on monthly layer mean temperatures derived from geopotential 553 

height thicknesses between specific pressure levels that improve homogeneity in both space 554 



 

and time and reduce uncertainties in the trend analysis. After removing the natural related 555 

variability with the use of climatic and dynamical indices in a statistical autoregressive 556 

multiple regression model, the calculated year-round trends showed a persistent decreasing 557 

temperature trendsdecrease in temperatures in the lower stratosphere before and after 558 

1980ssince the late 50s. This is also confirmed by applying from the interannual trend 559 

analyses separately in for summer when the stratosphere is less disturbed, the Brewer-Dobson 560 

circulation is weaker and it is also not influenced at high latitudes by the chemical ozone 561 

depletion due to ODSs found in the winter-early spring period (e.g. Harris et al., 2008). These 562 

decreasing lower stratosphere trends are robust features for NCEP, FU-Berlin and RICH 563 

datasets in the tropics and the middle latitudes. The CESM1-WACCM simulation reproduces 564 

the lower stratosphere cooling trends temperature trends before and after the 1980s in the 565 

tropics and over mid-latitudes, consistent with an increased infrared emission by CO2 (Marsh 566 

et al., 2013). It should be noted that modelled trends in the lower stratosphere were found to 567 

be generally lower than those found in the re-analysis and the observations. However, the 568 

lower stratosphere modelled trends are generally lower than re-analysis and the observations. 569 

This result is in agreement with the study of by Santer et al. (2013) who showed that on 570 

average the CMIP5 models analyzed analysed underestimate the observed cooling of the 571 

lower stratosphere maybe due to the need for a more realistic treatment of stratospheric ozone 572 

depletion and volcanic aerosol forcing. 573 

It should be pointed out that the temperature long-term trends based on RICH are within 1-574 

sigma of the thickness calculated layer temperature trends from FU-Berlin and NCEP datasets 575 

indicating a consistent picture for the cooling trend of the lower stratosphere before and after 576 

the 1980s. The consistency of RICH temperature trends with the thickness calculated layer 577 

mean temperature trends from FU-Berlin and NCEP, enhances our confidence for the cooling 578 

trend in the lower stratosphere in the pre-satellite era despite the documented trend 579 

uncertainties of the radiosonde datasets during this period (Randel and Wu, 2006; Free and 580 

Seidel, 2007; Randel et al. 2009). Furthermore the inspection of lower stratospheric trends on 581 

a monthly basis for all datasets indicate the persistent cooling trends in the lower stratosphere 582 

to be a common feature for all months before and after 1980s both at the tropical belt and over 583 

the middle latitudes.  584 

The post-1980s lower stratosphere cooling is a common finding in the global mean based on 585 

all available satellite and radiosonde datasets while the stratosphere cooling is also reported 586 

for the pre-satellite era since 1958 (WMO, 2011; Zerefos and Mantis, 1977). Our post-1980 587 

year round stratospheric temperature trends at layers L4 (100-50 hPa) and L5 (50-30 hPa) are 588 



 

in the range of calculated trends in Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) channel 4 (15-20 km)  589 

and Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) channel 1 (25-35 km). MSU channel 4 trends derived 590 

from RSS and UAH data show cooling trends over the Northern Hemisphere ranging from -591 

0.2 
o
C/decade to -0.5 

o
C/decade over the period 1979-2007 (Randel et al., 2009). Comparable 592 

cooling trends were obtained for MSU channel 4 after reprocessing by NOAA with the trends 593 

at polar latitudes revealing higher uncertainties. The SSU channel 1 trends as processed by the 594 

UK Met Office and reprocessed by NOAA show cooling trends ranging from about -0.5 595 

o
C/decade (Met office) to about  -1.1 

o
C/decade (NOAA) over the period 1979-2005 596 

(Thompson et al., 2012). 597 

These long term cooling trends in the lower stratosphere can be maintained by increasing 598 

GHGs that cool the stratosphere while warming the troposphere (IPCC, 2007 and references 599 

therein; Polvani and Solomon, 2012). The post 1980s decrease in stratospheric ozone in late 600 

winter-early spring at mid and polar latitudes of Northern Hemisphere due to ODSs 601 

complicates the issue (Harris et al., 2008). However the persistency persistence of the cooling 602 

trends in our results in the lower stratosphere for all months and especially during the less 603 

disturbed summer period with the reduced interannual variance which are observed both 604 

before and after the 1980s over the tropics and the mid-latitudes indicates that the 605 

anthropogenic enhanced greenhouse effect is the most plausible cause for the observed 606 

stratospheric quasi monotonous cooling in the Northern Hemisphere. 607 

At polar latitudes (60
o
N-90

o
N) the cooling trends in, though, the lower stratosphere cooling 608 

trends are either non-statistically significant or marginally significant at the 95% confidence 609 

level for all datasets. This finding could be related to the competing dynamical and radiative 610 

processes that may reduce the statistical significance of these trends. A number of modeling 611 

studies suggest that the greenhouse warming leads to stronger tropical upwelling and stronger 612 

Brewer-Dobson (BD) circulation (Rind et al., 2001; Cordero and Forster, 2006; Butchart et 613 

al., 2006; Butchart et al., 2010; Austin and Li, 2006; Rosenlof and Reid, 2008; Garcia and 614 

Randel, 2008; Lamarque and Solomon, 2010). The GHG induced strengthening of BD 615 

circulation may lead to a relatively warmer lower stratosphere at higher latitudes thus 616 

masking the GHGs radiatively cooling discussed before. In contrast, over the tropics both 617 

dynamical and radiative processes act towards the same direction, i.e. the cooling in the lower 618 

stratosphere. Our results are in line with other recent studies. For example, Thompson and 619 

Solomon (2009) demonstrated that the contrasting latitudinal structures of recent stratospheric 620 

temperature (i.e., stronger cooling in the tropical lower stratosphere than in the extratropics) 621 

and ozone trends (i.e., enhanced ozone reduction in the tropical lower stratosphere) are 622 



 

consistent with the assumption of increases in the stratospheric overturning BD circulation. 623 

Free (2011) also pointed that the trends in the tropical stratosphere show an inverse 624 

relationship with those in the Arctic for 1979–2009, which might be related to changes in 625 

stratospheric circulation. 626 

In the troposphere, a common feature in the RICH and NCEP datasets is a non-statistically 627 

significant trend or a slight cooling trend until about the end of the 1970s, followed by a 628 

warming trend until the present day for the three latitudinal belts. This pre-1980s cooling 629 

trend (or absence of trend) in the troposphere is associated with a notable cooling trend from 630 

the late 1940s to 1970s (IPCC, 2007), which has been raised as a point of weakness against 631 

the advocates of the theory of CO2 related anthropogenic global warming (Thompson et al., 632 

2010). However, apart from the important role of the decadal natural variability hampering 633 

the anthropogenic climate change (Ring et al., 2012; Kosaka and Xie, 2013), anthropogenic 634 

aerosols also attracted the scientific interest as a possible cause for this mid-century cooling 635 

due to a high concentration of sulphate sulfate aerosols emitted in the atmosphere by 636 

industrial activities and volcanic eruptions during this period causing the so-called ‘‘solar 637 

dimming’’ effect (e.g. Wild et al., 2007; Zerefos et al., 2012). Hence the pre-1980s small 638 

cooling trend or insignificant change might be due to natural variability in the ocean-639 

atmosphere system in combination with the compensating role of anthropogenic aerosols in 640 

the troposphere. Concerns have been raised recently that increases in aerosol from 641 

anthropogenic air pollution and associated dimming of surface solar radiation could have 642 

masked to a large extent the temperature rise induced by increasing greenhouse gases, so that 643 

the observed temperature records would not reflect the entire dimension of greenhouse 644 

warming (Andreae et al., 2005; Wild et al., 2007). 645 

The investigation of the interannual correlation of tropopause pressure with tropospheric and 646 

stratospheric temperatures showed a few distinct characteristics. A common feature for the 647 

three latitudinal belts in both NCEP and CESM1-WACCM is that the influence of 648 

tropospheric temperature on the interannual variability of tropopause has a seasonal signal 649 

with the tendency to get stronger during the warm period of the year when the tropospheric 650 

heating maximizes.  651 

In the tropics (5
o
N-30

o
N), the interannual variability of lower stratospheric temperature 652 

dominates over tropospheric temperature for controlling the interannual variability of the 653 

tropopause throughout the year in both NCEP and CESM1-WACCM. This could possibly 654 

explain why at the tropical zone (5
o
N-30

o
N) there is a decreasing trend of tropopause pressure 655 



 

(increase of tropopause height) in the pre-1980s. Seidel and Radel (2006) also reported using 656 

radiosonde data that on the multidecadal scale for tropical atmosphere, the tropopause height 657 

change is more sensitive to stratospheric temperature change than tropospheric change and 658 

hence at the lowest frequencies the tropopause is primarily coupled with stratospheric 659 

temperatures. 660 

At mid-latitudes the tropopause pressure - temperature correlations become generally weaker 661 

maximizing from June to September with tropospheric temperatures slightly overwhelming 662 

stratospheric temperatures for the control of the interannual variability of tropopause. This is 663 

in line with the study of Son et al. (2009) who analysed a set of long-term integrations with 664 

stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate models (CCMs) and reported that at mid-latitudes 665 

the linear tropopause height increase is rather controlled by the upper troposphere warming 666 

rather than the lower stratosphere cooling. Wu et al. (2013) reported a significant positive 667 

correlation between the changes in the tropospheric temperature induced by aerosols and 668 

tropopause height at mid-latitudes, the zone between 30° and 60° in both hemispheres. Hence 669 

taking into account the anthropogenic aerosols variability in the troposphere, the tropopause 670 

trends at mid-latitudes may not solely reflect human induced climate change signal from 671 

GHGs.   672 

At polar latitudes (in NCEP) the interannual variability of lower stratospheric temperature 673 

dominates over tropospheric temperature for controlling the interannual variability of the 674 

tropopause during the cold part of the year (linked with the development of the polar vortex) 675 

while the opposite occurs during the warm period of the year (linked to the higher heating 676 

rates of polar troposphere). However, during the late winter-early spring, chemical ozone 677 

depletion within polar Arctic stratosphere in the post-1980s period could further cool the 678 

lower stratosphere (in addition to the radiative effect of GHGs) leading possibly to an even 679 

higher tropopause. The GHGs induced strengthening of BD circulation, which leads to a 680 

relatively warmer lower stratosphere (thus masking the GHGs radiatively cooling) and lower 681 

tropopause, further complicates the issue of using lower stratosphere temperature and 682 

tropopause height as climate change indicators at polar latitudes. CESM1-WACCM at polar 683 

latitudes does not capture the respective NCEP correlation pattern, an issue that needs further 684 

investigation. 685 

The relative contribution of lower stratosphere versus troposphere for the control of 686 

tropopause low frequency variability is an important issue for understanding past and future 687 

tropopause trends in view also of the monotonically increasing future tropopause height 688 



 

trends till the end of 21st century predicted by both stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate 689 

models (CCMs) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment 690 

Report (AR4) models (Son et al., 2009).   691 

In conclusion, we provide additional evidence for an early greenhouse cooling signal of the 692 

lower stratosphere before the 1980s, which appears earlier than the tropospheric greenhouse 693 

warming signal possibly due to the compensating role of antropogenic aerosols. As a result, it 694 

may be that the stratosphere could have provided an early warning of human-produced 695 

climate change. In line with the theoretical expectations that equilibrium temperature in the 696 

stratosphere compared to the troposphere is more sensitive to anthropogenic GHGs and less 697 

sensitive to tropospheric water vapour, aerosols and clouds, it is tentatively proposed that the 698 

stratosphere is more suitable for the detection of man-made climate change signal. We suggest 699 

that the maintenance and enrichment of the ground-based and satellite global networks for 700 

monitoring stratospheric temperatures and the tropopause region, which adds value in 701 

understanding the behaviour of the interface between the troposphere and stratosphere, are 702 

essential steps to unravel the issue of future human induced climate change signals.  703 
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 971 

Table 1: Trend calculations in northern hemisphere summer (JJA) based on the monthly 972 

normalised time series of the layer mean temperature (
o
C/decade) and tropopause pressure 973 

(hPa/decade) calculated from NCEP reanalysis and filtered from natural variations at the 974 

latitudinal belts a) 5 N-30 N, b) 30 N - 60 N and c) 60 N - 90 N. The layers are: L1: 1000-925 975 

hPa, L2: 925-500 hPa, L3: 500-300 hPa, L4: 100-50 hPa and L5: 50-30 hPa. The trends 976 

calculations refer to the periods 1958-1979, 1980-2001, 1980-2005 and 1980-2011.    977 

 978 

Period 1958-1979 979 
      90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test Trend t-test trend t-test 

   L1     .26±.11    2.48    -.01±.04    -.25     .11±.03    3.91 

   L2     .10±.09    1.12    -.11±.04   -2.92    -.01±.04    -.22 

   L3    -.42±.07   -5.69    -.25±.04   -6.89    -.11±.05   -2.19 

   L4    -.57±.31   -1.83    -.59±.06  -10.37    -.21±.12   -1.79 

   L5    -.77±.35   -2.19    -.74±.09   -8.38    -.59±.10   -5.99 

   TP    1.98± 1.25    1.58    2.42±   .28    8.57     .19±    .24     .78 

 980 

Period 1980-2001 981 
      90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test Trend t-test trend t-test 

   L1     .39±.11    3.42     .23±.04    5.31     .06±.03    2.00 

   L2     .05±.09     .56     .19±.04    4.74     .04±.04     .93 

   L3     .14±.08    1.83     .07±.04    1.50    -.10±.05   -2.20 

   L4    -.70±.34   -2.04    -.94±.07  -14.14    -.90±.11   -8.30 

   L5    -.66±.36   -1.84    -.83±.08  -10.02    -.73±.09   -8.20 

   TP  -1.87±  1.69   -1.10   -1.59±.35   -4.52    -.82±.24   -3.43 

 982 

Period 1980-2005 983 
      90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test trend t-test trend t-test 

   L1     .61±.09    6.75     .28±.03    8.31     .11±.02    5.51 

   L2     .14±.07    2.07     .24±.03    7.81     .11±.03    3.67 

   L3     .23±.06    3.91     .11±.03    3.20    -.01±.03    -.35 

   L4    -.43±.26   -1.61    -.69±.06  -11.86    -.79±.08   -9.51 

   L5    -.46±.28   -1.66    -.63±.07   -9.14    -.55±.08   -6.90 

   TP   -1.06± 1.30    -.82    -.72±.27   -2.68    -.75±.18   -4.14 

 984 

Period 1980-2011 985 
      90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test Trend t-test trend t-test 

   L1     .65±.07    9.18     .29±.03   10.83     .13±.02    7.85 

   L2     .25±.05    4.68     .27±.03   10.50     .16±.02    6.40 

   L3     .28±.05    5.99     .16±.03    5.91     .07±.03    2.22 

   L4    -.32±.22   -1.50    -.53±.05  -10.03    -.67±.07  -10.21 

   L5    -.38±.22   -1.70    -.45±.06   -7.59    -.41±.06   -6.51 

   TP  -1.49± 1.07   -1.40   -1.07±.25   -4.23    -.91±.15   -5.92 

 986 

 987 

988 



 

 989 

Table 2: Trend calculations in northern hemisphere summer (JJA) based on the monthly 990 

normalised time series of the layer mean temperature (
o
C/decade) and tropopause pressure TP 991 

(hPa/decade) calculated from the WACCM model and filtered from natural variations at the 992 

latitudinal belts a) 5 N-30 N, b) 30 N - 60 N and c) 60 N - 90 N. The layers are: L1: 1000-925 993 

hPa, L2: 925-500 hPa, L3: 500-300 hPa, L4: 100-50 hPa and L5: 50-30 hPa. The trends 994 

calculations refer to the periods 1958-1979, 1980-2001 and 1980-2005.    995 

 996 

Period 1958-1979 997 
 90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test trend t-test trend t-test 

L1     .70±.45    1.55     .01±.32     .02    -.02±.10    -.16 

L2     .37±.09    4.23    -.01±.04    -.20     .19±.02    8.66 

L3     .13±.06    2.14     .02±.04     .43     .24±.03    7.83 

L4    -.26±.32    -.81    -.22±.10   -2.25    -.30±.09   -3.22 

L5    -.28±.35    -.80    -.32±.13   -2.41    -.57±.10   -5.80 

TP     .33±  1.13     .29   -1.42±.45   -3.14    -.57±.53   -1.07 

 998 

Period 1980-2001 999 
 90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test trend t-test trend t-test 

L1     .14±.42     .33     .12±.36     .34     .40±.10    3.97 

L2     .40±.10    3.90     .29±.04    6.67     .22±.04    5.14 

L3     .33±.07    4.64     .26±.05    5.25     .29±.07    4.31 

L4    -.43±.28   -1.50    -.16±.14   -1.19    -.31±.15   -2.08 

L5    -.35±.31   -1.13    -.40±.17   -2.40    -.44±.16   -2.73 

TP   -2.20± 1.02   -2.16    -.75±.43   -1.74    -.10±.53    -.19 

 1000 

Period 1980-2005 1001 
 90-60N 60-30N 30-05N 

Layer Trend t-test trend t-test trend t-test 

L1     .04±.32     .12    -.03±.29    -.11     .35±.08    4.43 

L2     .34±.08    4.40     .31±.04    8.39     .23±.03    7.49 

L3     .30±.06    5.39     .32±.04    7.83     .32±.05    6.46 

L4    -.52±.23   -2.30    -.13±.10   -1.28    -.23±.11   -2.14 

L5    -.46±.25   -1.85    -.34±.13   -2.72    -.30±.11   -2.62 

TP   -2.87±.86   -3.35    -.69±.34   -2.01    -.55±.40   -1.38 
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Figure 1: Layer mean temperature variations in northern hemisphere summer (JJA) at layers 1013 



 

925-500 hPa, 500-300 hPa, 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa calculated from NCEP reanalysis and 1014 

FU-Berlin datasets and filtered from natural variations for three latitudinal belts a) 5N-30N, b) 1015 

30N - 60N and c) 60N - 90N. The respective summer normalised time series of temperature 1016 

from RICH dataset at levels 850 hPa, 500 hPa, 50 hPa and 30 hPa are also illustrated as well 1017 

as the NCEP tropopause pressure. The trends lines before and after 1979 are superimposed.   1018 

Grey lines denote NCEP reanalysis variations. Green lines denote variations as depicted in the 1019 

FU-Berlin analysis, while purple dotted lines the RICH data temperature. The units at vertical 1020 

axis are in degrees 
o
C except for the tropopause that is in hPa.  1021 
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Figure 2:Monthly normalised time series of the layer mean temperature at layers 925-500 hPa, 1031 

500-300 hPa, 100-50 hPa and 50-30 hPa calculated from NCEP reanalysis and FU-Berlin 1032 
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datasets for the northern hemisphere and filtered from natural variations at the latitudinal belts 1033 

a) 5 N-30 N, b) 30 N - 60 N and c) 60 N - 90 N. The respective monthly normalised time 1034 

series of temperature from RICH dataset at levels 850 hPa, 500 hPa, 50 hPa and 30 hPa are 1035 

also illustrated with purple lines as well as the NCEP tropopause pressure normalized monthly 1036 

means. The trends lines before and after 1979 are also superimposed. The units at vertical axis 1037 

are in degrees 
o
C except for the tropopause that is in hPa. 1038 
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 1041 

Figure 3: Layer mean temperature trends (
o
C/decade) for each month (x-axis) and layer (y-1042 

axis) based on NCEP reanalysis over the periods 1958-1979 and 1980-2005, respectively, for 1043 

three latitudinal belts a) and b) for 5N-30N, c) and d) for 30N - 60N and e) and f) for 60N - 1044 



 

90N. The layers are: Layer 1: 1000-925 hPa, Layer 2: 925-500 hPa, Layer 3: 500-300 hPa, 1045 

Layer 4: 100-50 hPa, Layer 5: 50-30 hPa, and Layer 6: 30-10 hPa. The shaded areas are non-1046 

statistically significant at 90% confidence level. 1047 
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 1049 

Figure 4: Temperature trends (
o
C/decade) for each month (x-axis) and level (y-axis) based on 1050 

RICH dataset over the periods 1958-1979 and 1980-2005, respectively, for three latitudinal 1051 



 

belts a) and b) for 5N-30N, c) and d) for 30N - 60N and e) and f) for 60N - 90N. The levels 1052 

are: Level 1: 850 hPa, Level 2: 500 hPa, Level 3: 300 hPa, Level 4: 100 hPa, Level 5: 50 hPa, 1053 

and Level 6: 30 hPa. The shaded areas are non-statistically significant at 90% confidence 1054 

level. 1055 
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 1059 

Figure 5: Mean temperature trends (
o
C/decade) for each month (x-axis) based on FU-Berlin 1060 

dataset over the periods 1958-1979 and 1980-2001 for the layers 100-50 hPa (a and b) and 50-1061 

30 hPa (c and d) for the three latitudinal belts, 5N-30N (blue), 30N - 60N (green) and 60N - 1062 

90N (red). 1063 
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 1066 

Figure 6: Layer mean temperature trends (
o
C/decade) for each month (x-axis) and layer (y-1067 

axis) based on WACCM model over the periods 1958-1979 and 1980-2005, respectively, for 1068 



 

three latitudinal belts a) and b) for 5N-30N, c) and d) for 30N - 60N and e) and f) for 60N - 1069 

90N. The layers are: Layer 1: 1000-925 hPa, Layer 2: 925-500 hPa, Layer 3: 500-300 hPa, 1070 

Layer 4: 100-50 hPa, Layer 5: 50-30 hPa, and Layer 6: 30-10 hPa. The shaded areas are non-1071 

statistically significant at 90% confidence level. 1072 
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 1074 

Figure 7: Correlation plots between tropopause pressure and layer mean temperature for each 1075 

month (x-axis) and layer (y-axis) based on NCEP reanalysis (left panel) and WACCM model 1076 

(right panel) over the common period 1958-2005 for the three latitudinal belts: 5N-30N (a and 1077 



 

d), 30N - 60N (b and e) and 60N - 90N (c and f). The layers are: Layer 1: 1000-925 hPa, 1078 

Layer 2: 925-500 hPa, Layer 3: 500-300 hPa, Layer 4: 100-50 hPa, Layer 5: 50-30 hPa, and 1079 

Layer 6: 30-10 hPa. The contours indicate the statistically significant correlations at 95% 1080 

significance level with .ρ>0.3 or ρ<-0.3. 1081 

 1082 
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